casestudy:

Mitigating Risk in the Translation Process of Compliance

e-Learning Materials
clientchallenge
Welocalize client produces a number of e-learning courses containing important compliance and auditing information for their financial services. This e-learning
content is viewed by partners all over the world and must be available in many languages, as well as meet compliance requirements to ensure the content is 100%
accurate. Due to the complex nature of the regulated e-learning materials, global localization and translation requires expertise and experience to translate this
type of multidimensional content.

welocalizesolution
Mitigating risk in the translation of complex compliance content requires localization specialists with extensive subject matter expertise and linguistic experience,
known as subject matter experts. Accurate translation of terminology is critical to ensure all documentation and training materials maintain legal and regulatory
compliance. Welocalize managed the entire localization process for the translation of a number of e-learning courses, following local and national regulations to
ensure legally compliant content.
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A specialized team of Welocalize translators and linguists with legal and regulatory compliance subject matter expertise completed
an extensive verification process to ensure they had the relevant knowledge and experience to translate the complex e-learning
content. Once the translators had been hand-picked for the client, they were made familiar with relevant terminology and provided
deeper context, specific to the client.
E-Learning materials were translated into multiple languages and all translated content went through a rigorous quality assurance
(QA) and review cycle to ensure content was accurate per legal and regulatory standards, understandable and culturally
appropriate.
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Highly regulated e-learning compliance content
Multiple European languages
SME translators and reviewers
Translators verification process
QA and review cycle
Terminology management

benefits
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✓
✓

Mitigation of risk in translation process
Multilingual compliance content
Follow national regulatory and legal requirements
SME translators and reviewers
Global teamwork
Management of multiple vendors
Scalable solution
Regular client communication
24/7 access to Welocalize experts and resources

About Us
Welocalize, Inc., founded in 1997, offers innovative translation and localization solutions helping global brands to
grow and reach audiences around the world in more than 175 languages. Our solutions include global localization
management, translation, supply chain management, people sourcing, language services and automation tools
including MT, testing and staffing solutions and enterprise translation management technologies. welocalize.com

